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Cubic Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia has long been a ceramic material of interest for its many uses in
thermal-based applications. Its very low and weakly temperature dependent thermal conductivity
has been ascribed to the large oxygen vacancies content, which introduce disorder and strongly
scatter phonons. Still, despite many experimental works in the literature, phonon dynamics has
not been fully understood yet, with several points to be clarified, such as the apparent absence of
optic modes throughout the Brillouin zone. In this work, we present new findings on the phonon
dispersions of this material, showing, for the first time, experimental evidence of low-lying optical
branches throughout the Brillouin zone, which reduce the pure acoustic regime for some branches.
Furthermore, the observed energy dependence of the intrinsic acoustic phonon linewidths clearly
suggests the existence of competing Mie and Rayleigh scattering mechanisms. Our findings allow to
uncover a new phonon dynamics scenario in this material and point to a new understanding of heat
transport in Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia, based on two different, concomitant mechanisms, generated
by the large vacancy content.

I. INTRODUCTION

Zirconia (ZrO2) is one of the most studied ceramic
materials due to a number of properties which make it
suitable for many different applications, such as high-
temperature ion conductor in solid oxide fuel cells, or
thermal barrier coating [1–3]. Stable at room tempera-
ture in its monoclinic form [4], Zirconia transforms to a
tetragonal structure at 1440 K [5] and a cubic phase at
2640 K [6]. Its ideal resistance to fracture for a wide tem-
perature range can be further solidified with the addition
of rare-earth elements, which impacts the phase diagram,
changing the stability regions of the different phases.
Specifically, at room temperature, Yttria-Stabilized Zir-
conia ((ZrO2)1−x(Y2O3)x, YSZ) is monoclinic for x ≤∼2
mol.%, tetragonal for ∼2 ≤ x ≤∼8 mol.%, and cubic for
∼8 ≤ x ≤∼20 mol.% [7]. This latter phase is charac-
terized by a surprisingly low thermal conductivity, good
thermal shock resistance, and a high melting point: a
combination of properties that makes it ideal for thermal-
barrier applications such as for turbine engines.

The introduction of Yttria gives rise to a highly defec-
tive crystal with a large amount of oxygen vacancies, pro-
portional to the Yttria content [8, 9], which causes strong
static disorder and large relaxations, leading to thermal
transport properties much different from the ones of pure
Zirconia phase. Indeed, while pure, monoclinic Zirco-
nia has a room temperature thermal conductivity of 8.2
W/mK [10] which decreases with temperature, compati-
ble with anharmonic Umklapp processes as the dominant
phonons scattering mechanism, the introduction of Yt-

tria drastically modifies its value and behavior. Firstly,
the thermal conductivity at room temperature decreases
with Yttria content up to x=10 mol.%, where a minimum
exists, equal to 2 W/mK. It then increases again with
higher concentrations of Yttria [10, 11], which has been
ascribed to a rearrangement of the vacancies into locally
ordered aggregates [9–15]. Moreover, at high temper-
ature, independent of the Yttria content, the measured
value is about 2 W/mK and almost temperature inde-
pendent [11]. This low value corresponds to the min-
imum thermal conductivity calculated on the basis of
the minimum phonon mean free path, like in glasses [8].
Such glass-like thermal transport has been ascribed to a
dominant defect-induced phonon scattering mechanism
above room temperature due to the extended vacancy-
defect structure [12–14]. However, a full understand-
ing of the role of oxygen vacancies and their impact on
phonon propagation is still missing. From the theoret-
ical point of view, it is extremely difficult to calculate
ab-initio phonon dynamics in YSZ due to the highly de-
fective structure. This is especially true for cubic YSZ
with Yttria content in the 9-10 mol.% range, in which
vacancies are still relatively isolated clusters: this phase
is characterized by the minimum thermal conductivity
and the impact of vacancies can be thus expected to be
the strongest. Only a few studies have been reported
on the dynamics of this phase, mainly based on molec-
ular dynamics simulations [16, 17] with some DFT cal-
culations [18, 19], which mostly concentrate on phonon
density of states calculations.

On the experimental side, the lattice dynamics of cu-
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bic YSZ have been extensively studied by neutron and
X-ray scattering and Raman spectroscopy [19–25]. In-
elastic scattering studies revealed the presence of acoustic
phonons dispersing up to 20 and 30 meV for transverse
and longitudinal polarizations respectively, exhibiting a
strong - although not quantified - broadening, which was
ascribed to the important defect scattering and suggested
as responsible for the glass-like thermal transport prop-
erties [20]. Surprisingly, no optical mode could be ob-
served, despite their report in Raman studies [21, 23, 24].
As these modes are due to the out-of-phase vibrations of
the two oxygen sublattices, it was argued that disorder
in these latter would strongly affect the optical modes,
such that they would not be well-defined except at the Γ
point [19–21].

In order to definitively understand thermal transport
in cubic YSZ, an exhaustive and high resolution measure-
ment of its phonon dynamics is still needed which specifi-
cally addresses the quantitative measurement of acoustic
phonon lifetime, the key parameter for all thermal con-
ductivity calculations and for elucidating the dominant
scattering mechanisms. This is the aim of this work.
Here we present a combined inelastic neutron and X-ray
scattering (INS, IXS) investigation of phonon dynamics
in a single crystal YSZ with 9.5 mol.% Yttria concentra-
tion.

Thanks to a higher resolution with respect to previ-
ous studies, we could uncover a new understanding of
the lattice dynamics in YSZ: here we report the first
experimental evidence in the full Brillouin zone of op-
tical modes in YSZ, which extend up to ∼35 meV. The
lowest-lying optical mode, centered at 9 meV, is found to
interact with the acoustic modes, marking a premature
end of the pure acoustic regime. Our findings allow us to
revisit the phonon dynamics in YSZ and suggest a new
interpretation of the mechanisms leading to its glass-like
thermal transport.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

INS measurements were made on a 1 cm3 cube sam-
ple (CrysTec) at the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin (LLB)
and the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), using the thermal-
neutron triple-axis spectrometers (TAS) 1T@LLB and
IN8@ILL and a fixed kf = 2.662 Å−1, and 20’ collima-
tion on 1T@LLB. Further measurements were done at
the cold-neutron TAS 4F2 at the LLB, using a fixed kf
= 1.48 Å−1 and the Be filter. IXS measurements were
made on a ∼0.001 mm3 sample at the ID28 beamline of
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF),
using the [9 9 9] reflection of the silicon monochromator,
which provides an energy resolution of 2.8 meV. The sam-
ple was mounted on a needle and the measurements were
performed in transmission geometry.More details can be
found in the Supplementary Material appendix B [26]
and the references therein [27, 28].

We have performed an exhaustive investigation of
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FIG. 1. High resolution energy scans, measured by Inelastic
Neutron Scattering, of the transverse acoustic (TA) phonons
propagating along [100], polarized along [010] are plotted. (a)
shows the low-q part of the dispersion, where the clearly-
defined TA mode disperses until 9 meV, as better seen in
(b). In (b), we see that the TA mode is cut off by an optical
branch at 9 meV. Three higher energy optical branches are
also highlighted using the fit for the q = 0.45 r.l.u. point,
plotted as a solid black line. Measurements were done on
IN8@ILL with a fixed kf = 2.662 Å−1.

phonon dynamics in YSZ, measuring transversely and
longitudinally polarized modes propagating along the
main symmetry directions of the cubic structure (see
Fig. 2. Raw data are reported in the Supplementary
Material [26] appendix F. In Fig. 1, we report some en-
ergy scans at constant-Q of transverse acoustic phonons
propagating along [100], polarized along [010] (∆(TA)
branch), as representative for our major findings. Here,
it may be seen that the TA mode disperses and broadens
until q = 0.35 r.l.u. Above this value, it no longer dis-
perses, remaining pinned to the 9 meV energy position
and merging into a continuum of optical modes, with
bands centered at 9, 17, 27, and 32 meV.

This is not an isolated case. Fig. 2 reports the disper-
sions in all the probed symmetry directions, as obtained
by fitting our data (see Supplementary Material appendix
D [26] and references therein [29]): here we observe a
similar cut-off of the acoustic branch for the Σ(TA1)
polarization in the [110] direction, while all measured
LA polarizations and the Σ(TA2) polarization along the
[110] direction appear to continue dispersing past 9 meV,
crossing one or more optical branches along the way be-
fore reaching the ends of the respective Brillouin zones.
As for the Λ(TA) polarization in the [111] direction, the
acoustic phonon seems to continue past the 9 meV optic
mode and merge with the 17 meV optic mode.

As mentioned in the introduction, optical modes have
already been reported by Raman spectroscopy. In a per-
fect cubic structure, only one Raman-active mode exists,
but the presence of defects blurs the polarization of vi-
brational modes, changing their Raman activity [17]. As
a consequence, an optical continuum could be observed,
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FIG. 2. Top left: sketch of the cubic YSZ crystalline struc-
ture (CaF2 type, space group n. 225), with Zr atoms in blue,
O atoms in green and Y atoms in red. Empty dashed cir-
cles indicate O vacancies. Top right: Brillouin Zone, with the
main symmetry directions reported in red: [100] (Γ−X,∆ di-
rection), the [110] (Γ−K,Σ direction) and the [111] (Γ−L,Λ
direction). Bottom: Experimental phonon dispersions at
300 K. LA phonons (red circles) have been measured by IXS,
with horizontal lines representing the energies of the opti-
cal branches that were fixed in position during analysis. TA
phonons (blue) have been measured by INS on 4F2@LLB (di-
amonds), 1T@LLB with 20’ collimation (triangles), 1T@LLB
with 60’ collimation (squares), and IN8@ILL (stars). The
second TA polarization in the [ζζ0] direction (green) is simi-
larly a combination of INS setups (same marker symbols ap-
ply). Data have been measured around the Bragg peaks (002),
(200), (220), (111) and 5222) as detailed in table 1 of the Sup-
plementary Material [26]. Data from Argyriou et al. [20] are
also reported as empty gray circles. The errorbars for the
left-most transversely-polarized optical branches in the [00ζ]
direction represent width rather than error of the energy po-
sition.

containing several peaked features, from few meV up to
∼ 80 meV. Specifically, three main bands could be iden-
tified in polarized Raman spectra for a Yttria content
of x=9.5 mol.% as belonging to the A1g, Tg, and Eg

irreducible representations of the crystalline symmetry
group Oh for the cubic fluoride-type structure [23] (see
Table S3 of the Supplementary Material [26] and refer-
ences therein [30]). In all the polarizations, a well-defined
peak at 9-10 meV is present. Peaks at 18 and 35 meV
appear also in some symmetries, in good agreement with
the present measurements.

Our results represent the very first experimental ev-
idence throughout the whole Brillouin zone of optical
modes for this material, which, until now, have been elu-
sive within previous investigations. Moreover, we observe
a premature end of the acoustic phase space for some
transverse branches, where previous studies reported TA
modes dispersing up to ∼20 meV. A very different sce-
nario therefore arises from our data, which can be under-
stood in terms of an improved experimental resolution.
Previous INS experiments have been performed using a
fixed kf = 4.1 Å−1 [20], in which case the instrumental
resolution ellipsoid is large, such that when the acoustic
mode approaches the low-lying optical mode, they are not
clearly resolved anymore, but rather appear as a single
mode. The intensity transfer among the different optical
bands creates the effect of a dispersive acoustic mode up
to 20 meV. And indeed, we have repeated the measure-
ments using the same low instrumental resolution, and
found that the optical mode is no longer resolved and
the single visible mode disperses similarly to that work
(See Supplementary Material appendix C [26]).

It is worth underlining that a dispersionless mode at
9 meV had already been reported by Cousland et al. [19],
who measured it along the Σ(LA) branch at three Q
points. Interestingly, both in their ab-initio calculations
of the density of states and in the ones of Tojo et al. [16],
a small peak at 8-9 meV is present. Still, the authors did
not propose an optical nature for it but rather identified
it as a soft longitudinal mode which is normally imagi-
nary in cubic ZrO2, and would become positive, stabiliz-
ing the cubic phase because of phonon-phonon interac-
tions [31].

The temperature dependence of the phonon dynam-
ics has been investigated down to 50 K. In Fig. 3 we
report data for the ∆(TA) branch at room and low tem-
perature, after correction by the Bose factor. The good
overlap confirms a negligible effect of temperature within
our experimental resolution, and thus a negligible role of
anharmonicity, pointing instead to a major role of de-
fects, due to oxygen vacancies, in determining phonon
attenuation.

The fitted acoustic linewidths are reported in Fig. 4.
Unfortunately, we could not extract them for the Σ(TA1)
and the Λ(TA) modes, due to resolution limitations (see
Supplementary Material appendix D [26]).

It is usually expected that a dominant point defect
scattering would lead to a Rayleigh type dependence of
the linewidth on the energy, Γ ∝ (ℏω)4 [32]. Still, ex-
tended defect structures could induce more a Mie-type
scattering, with a softer dependence, Γ ∝ (ℏω)2 [33].
Moreover, works on highly defective crystals such as ran-
dom alloys [34–38] have reported the presence of several
regimes. In YSZ, we find quite clear power laws, with
exponents spanning from the Mie-type to the Rayleigh-
type scattering: Γ = (ℏω)x, with x=2.15, 3.33, and 1.75
for the LA in (a), (c), and (e) of Fig. 4, and x=5.00 and
3.89 for TA in (b) and (d), respectively.

It is important to notice, that the strong increase above
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FIG. 4. When possible according to the different experimental
setups, intrinsic linewidths have been extracted. Colors and
symbols follow from Fig. 2. Dashed lines correspond to the
fit with a power law as detailed in the text.
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FIG. 5. Normalized intensity at 300 K (colors and symbols as
in Fig. 2). Longitudinal acoustic modes have been measured
by IXS. All intensities have been normalized by the analyzer
efficiency to compare scans across different analyzers. Trans-
verse acoustic modes were measured by various INS setups
and have been scaled to match each other in each polariza-
tion.

9 meV in the ∆(TA) linewidth is only due to the fact that
above this energy we are in fact measuring the width of
the optical band. Instead, no change in the broadening
regime appears when approaching the low-lying optical
mode for phonons which are not stopped in their dis-
persion. Still, as explained in the Supplementary Mate-
rial [26] appendix D, an interaction between optical and
acoustic phonons can be unveiled by looking at the nor-
malized acoustic intensity, reported in Fig. 5, which, in
the case of a purely acoustic mode, should be constant
with q [27, 34, 39–44]. In the figure, we can see that
it departs from a constant value when approaching the
optical mode, giving a clear signature of the end of the
pure acoustic phonon regime and of an arising interaction
with the optic mode.

It is interesting to comment on the different interac-
tions observed between the lowest-lying optical mode and
the acoustic branches depending upon their propagation
direction and polarization. As seen in Fig. 2, only the
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∆(TA) and the Σ(TA1) are clearly stopped at 9 meV.
A first attempt at understanding this, can be made by
looking to the nominal polarization direction of the op-
tical mode and its relation to that of the acoustic ones.
Using the irreducible representations for a perfect cubic
structure, only for these two transverse branches and the
LA[100], the scalar product between their nominal po-
larization and the ones of the two degenerate Eg 9 meV
optical modes is non-zero, while this is not the case for all
the other acoustic branches, for which the scalar prod-
uct is zero with at least one of the two degenerate Eg

modes. This would indicate that the acoustic dispersion
is halted only when both Eg polarizations can interact
with the acoustic mode. This however does not apply to
the LA[100], despite it has non-zero scalar product. On
the other hand, in a defective structure, polarizations and
symmetry are expected to be modified, and they also de-
pend on the q point. As such, in order to definitively shed
light onto the acoustical-optical interactions in YSZ, a
calculation of the polarization and symmetry of both op-
tical and acoustic modes throughout the Brillouin zone is
needed. This is even more true since our results clearly
indicate that previously calculated phonon dispersions
in YSZ, are not reliable, as they do not reproduce the
early end of the acoustic phase space in some directions
and polarizations, nor the existence of low-lying optical
branches.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have revisited the lattice dynamics
of Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia (x=9.5 mol.%) with high-
resolution INS and IXS measurements, giving new in-
sight into the presence of optical branches throughout
the whole Brillouin zone that interact with the acous-
tic phonon modes and that, in some polarizations, cause
the early end of the acoustic branch. Our findings high-
light the need for new ab-initio calculations that con-
sider the true defect structure of YSZ and that allow us

to predict the correct phonon dispersions, and, specifi-
cally, the presence of defect-induced optical modes and
the acoustical-optical interaction.

Finally, these results point to a new understanding of
thermal transport in YSZ, which was previously inter-
preted as being due to a huge disorder-induced phonon
broadening [20]. It now appears to be the result of two
concomitant phenomena at play: not only is there an im-
portant defect-induced scattering, spanning from a Mie-
to a Rayleigh- type, depending on direction and polariza-
tion, but there is also a significant reduction of the acous-
tic phase space. Indeed, for some polarizations and di-
rections, the acoustic transverse mode prematurely ends,
at about half the Brillouin zone and is replaced by a non
dispersive optic mode, which, having zero group velocity,
does not contribute to propagative heat transport.

To go further and completely understand how the de-
tails of the extended defect structure, its lengthscale,
and the anisotropy affect phonon dynamics and thermal
transport in YSZ, a similar exhaustive investigation as
a function of the Yttria content, combined with a deep
defect structure study and the support of theoretical cal-
culations, will be needed. This work represents a first
important step in this direction and will undoubtedly
inspire new theoretical work on this technologically rele-
vant material.
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